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Surface templating via self-assembly of hydrogen-bonded molecular networks is a rapidly developing
bottom-up approach in nanotechnology. Using the melamine-PTCDI molecular system as an example we
show theoretically that the network stability in the parameter space of temperature versus molecular
coupling anisotropy is highly restricted. Our kinetic Monte Carlo simulations predict a structural stability
diagram that contains domains of stability of an open honeycomb network, a compact phase, and a high-
temperature disordered phase. The results are in agreement with recent experiments, and reveal a
relationship between the molecular size and the network stability, which may be used to predict an
upper limit on pore-cavity sizes.
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Open molecular networks on surfaces may serve as scaf-
folds for generating nanostructures [1–14], thus expanding
the capabilities of bottom-up nanotechnology beyond self-
assembly [15]. These nanostructures can be used in mo-
lecular photovoltaics [16], electrochemistry [17], medicine
and biomaterials [18], and quantum information process-
ing [19]. The molecular networks on surfaces are usually
built from large molecules, which are coupled via highly
directional forces, such as hydrogen bonding. In some
cases less directional forces like van der Waals can trigger
a network formation, in which the directionality of the
interaction is due to the molecule geometry [20]. With its
high selectivity and directionality [21], hydrogen bonding
enables equilibrium molecular configurations tobe achieved
at relatively low processing temperatures [6,11,22,23].

The network morphology can be varied by using binary
molecular mixtures with different molecular binding rules
[24,25]. van der Waals interactions may interfere with
these binding rules, decreasing the degree of directionality
or the anisotropy of the molecular coupling. For large
enough molecules van der Waals interactions can be com-
parable with or even exceed hydrogen-bond energies [26].
Therefore the network-forming molecules must be chosen
such that the influence of van der Waals interactions is
minimized. We make the first step towards defining the
requirements for network-forming molecules by demon-
strating the critical role played by the ratio of the
van der Waals coupling energy to the hydrogen-bonding
energy.

We choose a model system that possesses the character-
istic features of a melamine-PTCDI molecular mixture
[6,11,13–22] with its hydrogen bonding and
van der Waals interactions and little influence from the
underlying Au(111) or Si(111)-Ag substrates [11,27].
Hexagonal supramolecular networks were prepared in

UHV (10�8 Pa) by first outgassing a Si(111) sample
(3 mm� 7 mm) at �600 �C and flash annealing at
1200 �C to form the Si�111�-�7� 7� reconstruction [6].
The Ag=Si�111�-�

���
3
p
�

���
3
p
R30�� reconstruction was pre-

pared by subliming Ag onto the surface at 550 �C. PTCDI
and melamine were sequentially deposited and the sample
was then annealed at �80 �C. Images were acquired using
a commercial scanning tunnelling microscope (JSTM-
4500S) using electrochemically etched W tips and oper-
ated under room temperature conditions.

Our model system assumes a fixed number of molecules
confined in a sufficiently large area of a hexagonal grid
corresponding to vacuum annealing of molecular mixtures
on a surface. The way we combine directional and
van der Waals bonding is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The mole-
cule at the center ‘‘0’’ is surrounded by six first nearest-
neighbor sites on the hexagonal grid labeled 1 to 6. Some of
these sites (1, 2, 3, 4, 6) are occupied by other molecules.
Hydrogen bonds form between suitable functional groups,
such as the pairs 0–1, 0–4, and 2–3. All nearest-neighbor
molecules interact via van der Waals forces.

The interaction energy between two nearest-neighbor
molecules of types � and � thus depends on their orienta-
tion. Let �� (or ��) represent the smallest of the angles that
the hydrogen bond-generating functional group of mole-
cule � (or molecule �) make with the bond direction from
� (�) to � (�). Then the interaction energy between the
nearest-neighbor molecules � and � is given by

 E�����; ��� � EA�����; ��� � E
I
��; (1)

where EI�� is the isotropic van der Waals interaction en-
ergy, and EA�����; ��� is the anisotropic, or directional,
bonding energy that takes the values
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 EA�����; ��� �
�
EA�� for �� � �� � 0;
0 otherwise:

(2)

The anisotropic energies EA�� in our model are taken to
be the hydrogen-bonding energies corresponding to the
formation of the hexagonal open network [28]: EA12 �
�0:74 eV (melamine-PTCDI), EA11 � �0:43 eV
(melamine-melamine), and EA22 � �0:5 eV (PTCDI-
PTCDI). Additional weaker hydrogen bonds could lead
to more complicated molecular configurations, but we
neglect this to keep the model simple, We assume that
the isotropic interaction energy EI�� is independent of
species, so that EI�� � EI, which we take as a variable
parameter. Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations [29] of
the fN;V; Tg ensemble were used to study the structural
stability diagram of a model system represented by a
binary mixture of anisotropic molecules of type 1 (trigonal
vertices, melamine) and type 2 (linear rods, PTCDI) occu-
pying sites on a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice. The
KMC technique is more computationally efficient than
molecular dynamics as it does not follow the details of
specific molecular trajectories, thereby significantly in-
creasing the accessible time scale. Molecular vertices and
rods can establish anisotropic bonding with three and two
properly oriented nearest neighbors, respectively, so that
the stoichiometric molecular mixture of 3 rods to 2 vertices
can be arranged in a perfect honeycomb structure. In two

dimensions the influence of the surface on the energetics
decreases as 1=

�������
Nm
p

, where Nm is the total number of
molecules in a system. Therefore, we have chosen the
system size to be large enough to represent a macroscopic
molecular cluster within a few-percent accuracy in the
structural stability diagram shown in Fig. 2. This corre-
sponds to a stoichiometric system with 120 vertices and
180 rods distributed over a 60� 60 hexagonal lattice.

The equilibrium structure of the model system depends
on the parameters EA��, EI, and the temperature T, and can
be an open network (b), a close-packed or compact phase
(c), or a disordered phase (d), as shown in Fig. 1. Each of
these structures can be characterized by an average cou-
pling energy per molecule �" and the mean molecular
coordination number ��. The network structure shown in
Fig. 1(b) is stable at low temperatures and low values of EI.
A corresponding infinite defect-free system at T � 0
would be characterized by saturated hydrogen bonds with
molecular energy �"n �

6
5 �E

A
12 � E

I� and coordination
number ��n�2:4. In contrast, an infinite compact struc-
ture at T � 0 is characterized by full coordination ��c � 6
with a molecular energy �"c �

1
5 �4E

A
12 � E

A
22� � 3EI. This

energy can be determined simply from the characteristic
building block of this structure, which is enlarged in
Fig. 1(c). The compact structure becomes stable for �"c <
�"n which occurs for EI < 0:22EA12 � 0:11EA22 	 �0:11 eV
corresponding to EI=EA12 > 0:14. The disordered structure
shown in Fig. 1(d) has both the lowest coupling energy and

FIG. 2. Structural stability diagram of system shown in Fig. 1
in parameter space of normalized temperature kBT=EA12 versus
ratio of isotropic (van der Waals) to anisotropic (hydrogen-bond)
energies EI=EA12. Solid curves indicate structural transitions
between three domains identified as network, close-packed or
compact, and disordered phases. Shaded region indicates likely
region of parameters corresponding to melamine-PTCDI mo-
lecular system. Lines AA’ and BB’ indicate directions for
obtaining heat capacity CV and generalized susceptibility �E
in Fig. 3. The open square symbol at kBT=EA12 � �0:108 and
EI=EA12 � 0:135 indicates parameters of simulated system dis-
played in Fig. 4. We use elevated temperatures in our simulations
to reach equilibration within a reasonable time. Therefore struc-
tural defects are also more likely to be observed.

FIG. 1 (color). (a) Molecules on hexagonal grid illustrating
anisotropic (hydrogen bonds) molecular bonding. Rodlike
(PTCDI) molecules are shown as elongated rectangles, while
vertexlike (melamine) molecules are triangles. Hydrogen-bond-
generating functional groups are indicated by line segments;
hydrogen bonds are shown by dotted line segments. (b)–
(d) Phases of stoichiometric mixture of 180 rodlike and 120
vertexlike molecules observed in different regions of parameter
space during KMC simulations: (b) network structure at EI �
0 eV and T � 0:08 eV; (c) compact structure at EI � �0:16 eV
and T � 0:1 eV; magnified is main structural unit;
(d) disordered structure at EI � �0:1 eV and T � 0:24 eV.
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the lowest mean coordination number, and exists only at
higher temperatures due to entropic effects.

The boundaries between different structures are found
by analyzing the heat capacity at constant volume CV and
the generalized susceptibility �E, defined as a partial de-
rivative of the coordination number with respect to the
van der Waals energy EI, that is considered as an external
variable.

The heat capacity CV is calculated from the energy
fluctuations h�E2i � hE2i � hEi2 [29],

 CV � �hE2i � hEi2�=�kBT2�; (3)

where h. . .i is the statistical average over the microstates
adopted by the system in equilibrium, and kB is the
Boltzmann constant. In order to obtain the generalized
susceptibility �E � @hXi=@jEIj we first identify the corre-
sponding conjugate variable X such that the system energy
would be proportional to X 
 EI. The energy of a system
containing Nm molecules in a bonding configuration � is
given by
 

E� ��
1

2
Nm ��jEIj �

1

2

X
i;j

nijE
A
ij; where ���

1

Nm

XNm
i�1

�i:

(4)

We see that the mean molecular coordination number ��
can be considered as a variable conjugate to EI. The sum in
Eq. (4) takes into account hydrogen-bond contributions,
which are proportional to the numbers nij of hydrogen-
bond couplings between the molecular types i and j. The
generalized susceptibility is now obtained using a statisti-
cal mechanics definitions of the average value and variance
of ��,
 

h ��i �
X
�

�� exp�� E�=�kBT��=Z;

where Z �
X
�

exp�� E�=�kBT��

h� ��2i � h ��2i � h ��i2 � �2kBT=Nm�@h ��i=@jEIj

� �2kBT=Nm��E:

(5)

Hence

 �E � �Nm=2kBT��h ��2i � h ��i2�: (6)

A structural stability diagram for the model system is
presented in Fig. 2. The normalized axes are temperature
~T � kBT=EA12 and isotropic coupling energy ~EI � EI=EA12.
In particular, a domain boundary is indicated by a diver-
gence (or maximum in our finite system) of CV and/or �E
as a function of T and EI, respectively, which according to
Eqs. (5) and (6) can be related to the average variance of
the system energy and the mean molecular coordination
number, respectively. In Fig. 3 we illustrate the heat ca-
pacity CV with varying system temperature along the line
AA’ in Fig. 2 and the susceptibility �E with varying EI

along the line BB’. Both curves show peaks at the same
position indicating one and the same structural transforma-
tion between the compact and disordered phases, which
takes place at the point C in Fig. 2. The full structural
stability diagram is obtained by connecting all similar
structural transition points in the � ~T; ~EI� space, and is
shown in Fig. 2 by the solid lines. By investigating the
system size dependence of our structural stability diagram
we found that it deviates by only few percent from its
asymptotic shape in an infinite system. We can, therefore,
extrapolate our predicted structural transition line at finite
temperatures to the transition point at zero temperature,
which we calculated for an infinite system. The theoretical
structural stability diagram is scale invariant; simultaneous
scaling of all interaction energies and temperature leaves
the diagram unchanged.

The shaded area in Fig. 2 indicates the experimental
conditions for fabricating the melamine-PTCDI networks
[6,22]. It takes into account processing temperatures T 	
60�–80 �C and a likely range of van der Waals interaction
energies. The latter is estimated to be of the order of the
coupling energies for benzene dimers [26] while not ex-
ceeding the stability values for the network structure, i.e.,
within the range�0:04–0:1 eV. According to this estimate
the melamine-PTCDI network energy is close to that of the
compact phase suggesting that the clusters of the
compact structure may appear within the network.
Recently we have experimentally observed such clusters
inside the network structure [Fig. 4(a)] that show similarity
to the predictions of the model [Fig. 4(b)]. However, a
detailed analysis reveals that the simulated and experimen-
tally observed compact structures are not identical, which
is possibly due to the extra hydrogen bonding illustrated in
Fig. 4. Further investigations are required to identify this
extra bonding and to elaborate a more sophisticated model.

FIG. 3. Heat capacity CV (curve 1) and generalized suscepti-
bility �E (curve 2) of system in Fig. 1 indicating structural tran-
sition between compact and disordered phases at point C in
Fig. 2 with coordinates kBT=EA12 � �0:16 and EI=EA12 � 0:11.
Functions are scaled to have the same peak value. The origin of
the curve is in both cases at the maximum of the function.
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In the structural stability diagram in Fig. 2, the network
structure is stable for all temperatures in the shaded ex-
perimental region for EA12=E

I � 8. This sets a lower limit
for the hydrogen-bonding energy EA12 between the mole-
cules to form the open hydrogen-bonded network if the
van der Waals energy EI remains unchanged. A decreased
strength of the hydrogen bonding would yield a spread of
the shaded area in Fig. 2 into the compact-structure do-
main. This effect may be responsible for an easier forma-
tion of more compact phases in the PTCDA-melamine
system [11], where the vertex-rod bonding is EA12 �
�0:13 eV. We would anticipate difficulties in forming
open networks with larger molecules, since the
van der Waals force scales with size [26]. This sets an
upper size limit of about 7 nm for rodlike molecules if the
hydrogen-bonding strength is the same as in the PTCDI-
melamine system. The simulations also suggest an alter-
native route for stabilizing supramolecular networks
through the reduction of the van der Waals interaction by
attaching bulky side groups which inhibit the formation of
regular close-packed phases.

Our results reveal a fundamental constraint on the ratio
between the directional and isotropic coupling energies for
the molecules to form stable surface network structures or
templates. Breaking this constraint leads to network col-
lapse, as is predicted by our simulations and observed in

experiments on PTCDA-melamine systems [11]. This will
provide an additional guideline in helping the design of
molecular mixtures with improved self-assembling
properties.
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FIG. 4 (color). PTCDI-melamine molecular structures with
PTCDI molecules appearing as bright double lines and mela-
mine molecules not resolved. (a) STM image of on the
Ag=Si�111�-�

���
3
p
�

���
3
p
R30�� surface at room temperature;

(b) simulated structure obtained for the parameter values corre-
sponding to the open square symbol in Fig. 2. White bars
indicate the positions of PTCDI molecules and white triangles
those of the melamine molecules. Hexagons in both (a) and (b)
represent structural unit of the equilibrium structures, while the
clusters of the compacted structures outlined by white dashed
lines represent typical defects. The compact structures in (a) and
(b) are not identical, as illustrated by white symbols inside
outlined areas. However, they consist of the same zigzag motif
with a different side shift that is likely to be stabilized by an
additional hydrogen bond between PTCDI (1) and melamine (2),
as labeled in (a).
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